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Executive Summary

Having women in technical roles is an important step in cultivating a more gender equitable
society. To promote trades and technology based skills among this demographic, it is im-
mensely beneficial to establish a community where their identity is reflected. The Red Bench
Women’s Workshop Corporation (‘The Red Bench’) aims to tackle the local gender gap in
trades and technology by creating a safe space in Edmonton, Alberta where women from all
walks of life can get to know one another, access mentorship, work on projects, and utilize a
diverse tool library.

The Red Bench follows a not-for-profit membership-collective model. It is a fully funded space
requiring grants, corporate sponsorships, and donations to cover all startup and operational
costs. The Red Bench seeks support in the form of physical and financial donations.

Physical donations of:

• Shop location

• Tools & equipment

• Consumables

• Materials

• Installation services

Financial donations for:

• Rent

• Utilities

• Insurance

• Marketing

• Repair and maintenance



For a comprehensive breakdown of the physical and cash assets for necessary for startup and
operations, refer to Appendix A.

By supporting The Red Bench, companies, institutions, organizations, and individuals have
the opportunity to benefit in the following ways:

• Reaching goals of social responsibility to support diversity

• Contributing to the socio-economic development of industry

• Increasing access to future skilled workers

• Gaining approval from the public, who recognize the need for companies, institutions,
organizations, and individuals to do more

• Giving back to the community

The Red Bench’s operational capacity will develop in stages. It will initialize with basic tools,
equipment, and consumables in addition to a welding and metalworking station. Expansion
stages will move the space into woodworking, plastic working, automotive mechanics, and
other skill sets as the shop’s size and community demand grows.

With every enterprise comes risk and health and safety is the top concern. A strong safety
protocol with a focus on equipment training, yearly safety orientations, sign in sheets, main-
tenance record keeping, emergency response plans, and accessible PPE is central to The Red
Bench’s operations.

The Red Bench Women’s Workshop Corporation is calling on you to assist us in opening a fully
operational, accessible shop for the women of Edmonton, Alberta. Please contact Mackenzi
and Jolene at donate@theredbench.ca for more information.

mailto:donate@theredbench.ca
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Management and Organization

Founding Partners
Jolene Borrelli - President and Treasurer

Following a successful career in web development, Jolene pursued an undergraduate degree
in engineering at the University of Alberta. In 2019, she met Mackenzi at the Canadian
Centre for Welding and Joining (CCWJ) through a common research project for welding
engineering. Jolene’s entrepreneurial spirit and passion for supporting women in industry
through community-natured outreach led her to found The Red Bench with Mackenzi. Jolene
will be graduating with a BSc in Materials Engineering in the spring of 2022.

Mackenzi Johnston - CEO and Secretary

Mackenzi realized her passion for welding and working with her hands through the welding
program at the Southern Alberta Institute of Technology (SAIT) in 2019. Soon after, she
pursued an undergraduate degree in engineering at the University of Alberta. She has run
an “Introduction to Welding” class for women at the CCWJ, welcoming women from the
University of Alberta community to learn how to weld and operate equipment. The classes
catalyzed Mackenzi and Jolene to expand on their common passion for supporting women in
trades. Mackenzi will be graduating with a BSc in Materials Engineering in the spring of 2024.



Company Description

Vision
The Red Bench Women’s Workshop Corporation (‘The Red Bench’) is a safe space for women
over 18 to explore trades and technology based skills on their own terms. It is a community
shop that is equipped with tools, equipment, and consumables that are utilized to gain and
continue to develop technical skills. The space allows five members to simultaneously work
comfortably on projects that involve design, fabrication, repair, and DIY while operating hand,
power, and metalworking tools. All projects in the shop are noncommercial or nonprofit.

In Canada, only 20.6% of newly licensed engineers and 5% of apprentice carpenters, electri-
cians, mechanics, and welders are women [1, 2]. Moreover, many women outside of these fields
lack fundamental technical experience, such as that required to safely operate an electric tool.
This skill gap stems from not having access to tools or, if tools are available, not having the
knowledge or confidence to use them. As a result, women are less likely to make garage-based
repairs, undertake garage-based DIY projects, pursue technical hobbies, and pursue technical
careers.

The Red Bench aims to close this skill gap by acting as a pre-training and pre-certification
facility. The intention is to draw women to trades and technology by providing them with
a place to get their feet wet and to tinker. The result is women who are comfortable using
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tools, confident in their ability to learn more, and eager to pursue educational and professional
opportunities that align with their technical interests. For women who may already possess
technical experience and formal technical certification, the community shop acts as a place
where they can continue to develop their skill set and grow in their industry.

Our top three goals are to push women towards:

• Formal technical training and certification
To gain credentials that align with the technical interest developed and strengthened at
The Red Bench.

• Entering into industry
To take personal and professional opportunities that build from the technical experience
gathered at The Red Bench.

• Staying in industry
To use The Red Bench as a retreat to bond over shared stories and experiences, empower
themselves through encouragement, and keep going forward.

The Red Bench provides hands-on activities which are either group-based or self-directed in a
casual, community-driven atmosphere. The hands-on activities are facilitated in the community
shop, with mentorship provided by volunteers that have formal experience and certification.
These volunteers can consist of other The Red Bench members and professionals from industry.

The hands-on activities are offered on a rotating schedule as group DIY projects, self-directed
DIY projects, and volunteer instructor-led workshops. The group DIY project is the build of a
functional object as a group, such as a piece of furniture. The self-directed DIY project is the
repair of an existing object or the build of a new one, as planned and executed by the member.
The volunteer instructor-led workshop is the build of an object per member in a group setting,
such as an ornament or art piece.

The Red Bench membership base includes: students in trades certification programs, in con-
tinuing education, and in STEM programs who can put their classwork in a real world context
with extracurricular projects; recent graduates who can progress their skill set after their
schooling ends; hobbyists who can gain access to tools, space, and advice as they complete
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projects; and seasoned tradeswomen who can utilize the community shop and be a mentor to
other members. Members are encouraged to take an active role in the direction of The Red
Bench and be involved in its operations. Such roles are achieved through the assumption of
official positions in The Red Bench organizational structure, which in turn gives women the
opportunity to attain leadership positions in industry through The Red Bench.

The first iteration of the shop is geared toward fundamental technical skill development (i.e.
shop safety, familiarity with materials and consumables, operating basic hand and power tools,
etc.) and welding and metalworking skill development. As the shop size and demand for more
equipment grows, The Red Bench would expand its operational capabilities in stages to include
woodworking, plastic working, automotive mechanics and other equipment as well as to add
larger machinery such as a mill, lathe, and 3D printer.

Guiding Principles
The Red Bench is underpinned by two guiding principles: mentorship and leadership. The
community shop is a hub that brings women from all walks of life together. As such, it repre-
sents a powerful opportunity to connect novice members with seasoned members to provide
transformative, personal learning experiences to both the mentors and mentees. Furthermore,
given the presence of volunteers from industry, The Red Bench is a conduit to connect women
to industry professionals.

The lack of women with trades and technology-based experience, skills, hobbies, and careers
is low and the number of women in related leadership positions is even lower. It is critically
important that The Red Bench is not only for women but also run by women. Therefore,
members are given the opportunity to assume official positions in The Red Bench organizational
structure as board members, directors, officers, and committee members. In this way, The
Red Bench cultivates and promotes women as leaders which benefits both the members and
industry.
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In addition, The Red Bench is guided by the principles of:

• Uplifting women
To create a stronger footing for women where they are under-represented by giving
them the tools that they need to succeed. We are here to let women know that they
are capable of anything they put their minds to.

• Being accessible
To provide a shop space in a community setting which appeals to women from all
backgrounds. We are committed to being a place where women feel that they belong
and that is free of discrimination and bias.

• Contributing to the community
To become an epicenter of local activity that uplifts the whole trades community. We
want to contribute to good in our community and in industry.

• Operating at net-zero
To channel all funding into start up and operating costs within the same tax year. We
remain volunteer-based at every level of governance.

Business Model
The Red Bench is modeled after a membership-collective. The collective aspect is: all members
work together toward the shared aim of promoting women in trades and technology. The
collective works exclusively for the needs of its members including: managing the sharing of
the space and equipment; marketing and promotional efforts; advocacy; and facilitating a
community culture.

The membership agreement requires that the signer agrees to pay a membership fee, sign a
legal waiver, and abide by The Red Bench’s code of ethics in exchange for use of the shop
space and equipment. The use of a membership as a means to access the space and equipment
ensures that all members are exclusively women. The legal waiver absolves The Red Bench of
liability in the case of personal injury or death.
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The membership fee is not relied upon as a source of funding but used to promote social
cohesion and act as a mechanism to enforce a sense of responsibility and bond to the code
of ethics. All membership fees are channeled into startup and operating costs as they are
received.

The Red Bench has launched with the founders acting in all corporate roles (President, CEO,
directors, officers, shareholders, and managers). However, members interested in playing a
larger part in the operations and direction of the business will be given the opportunity to fill
various roles within The Red Bench. Parties outside the membership base are be invited to
participate as volunteers at The Red Bench in capacities that include: mentorship, instruction,
event support, program organization, social media outreach, and marketing.

The Red Bench is funded through grants, corporate sponsorships, and donations. One-time
and recurring donations are expected in the form of physical and cash assets. Physical assets
consist of second-hand equipment, consumables, and supplies from individuals and businesses
or new equipment, consumables, and supplies from a manufacturer. The donation of a shop
space in an existing facility in Edmonton is also considered a physical asset. Cash assets consist
of money and monetary pledges.



Business Objective

Market Need
The Red Bench aims to give members the ability to access the space, equipment, and materials
that allow them to follow a passion, hobby, or career that they may not otherwise have access
to. It is dependent on the intended community to attend, utilize the shop, and support its
vision. The membership base consists of individuals over the age of 18 who identify as women
and who are:

• Students (university, college, polytechnic)

• Graduates (high school, university, college, polytechnic)

• Hobbyists

• New or experienced tradeswomen

• Members of the general public

No community shop like The Red Bench currently exists in Canada. Therefore, the market
need to draw women to trades and technology, and to keep them there, through a pre-training
and pre-certification facility cannot be underestimated.
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Operations
Membership

Members of The Red Bench pay a mandatory membership fee on a monthly basis. Note
that the membership fee is not relied upon as a source of funding but used to promote social
cohesion and act as a mechanism to enforce a sense of responsibility and bond to a code
of ethics. All membership fees are channeled into startup and operating costs as they are
received. The cost of the monthly membership is offered on a sliding scale from CAD$0 to
CAD$20. Our goal is to have a very low fee to maintain accessibility and affordability.

Members sign a yearly membership contract prior to initial use of the shop space which is
reviewed by shop management and stored on The Red Bench’s shared Google Drive. The yearly
contract requires members to set automatic recurring payments of the monthly membership
fee through a credit card or other applicable payment method entered via a secure, online
portal. Upon an unsuccessful or missed payment, the contract will be temporarily cancelled
and access to the shop space restricted until the membership fee is paid.

The membership contract remains valid until end of the contract term or upon cancellation.
During the active membership period and upon completion of the required training, the mem-
ber has full access to the shop during open hours.

Upon cancellation of the membership contract, any applicable payment information is cancelled
and destroyed. Membership contracts are renewed by completing an up to date contract and
renewal of recurring payment information. All membership matters will be managed by shop
management.
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Training

Members of The Red Bench require mandatory shop orientation and training prior to use of
equipment or shop space and may only be trained by shop management.

• Shop orientation: Repeated on a yearly basis, members are oriented to the shop space
by shop management. The orientation includes safety, hazard, and emergency response
training.

• Equipment training : Each member must be trained by shop management on each piece
of equipment prior to use. Operation manuals for each piece of equipment will be made
available on The Red Bench’s shared Google Drive for reference. Equipment training
may be repeated upon request of shop management or request of the member.

Documentation of the completion of shop orientation or training will be dated and signed by
the member and shop management, then stored on The Red Bench’s shared Google Drive.

Equipment and tool use is continuously monitored by shop management and through the im-
plementation of log books. If a member is deemed inadequate or unsafe equipment use is
witnessed, shop management can assign re-training to the member, or revoke their member-
ship.

Community Shop Use

The community shop is open for use by members of The Red Bench at any time during
operational hours. Once trained and under the supervision of shop management, members
can use tools, equipment, and materials available to them to begin or continue projects, learn
hands-on skills, and practice new skills.

For the safety and security of The Red Bench, members are required to sign in and sign out
upon entering and exiting the shop. A sign in/out sheet will be available at the entrance of the
shop. The sheet will be scanned by shop management weekly and added to The Red Bench’s
shared Google Drive.
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In addition, each piece of equipment will have a log book that requires a member to sign it
in and out for use. A safe work procedure will be attached on or near every tool and piece of
equipment and will be available for reference.

Shop Management

At least one management personnel will be present in the shop at all times during open hours
for the purpose of training and supervision.

Shop management must be:

• Trained on all tools and equipment

• Hold valid First Aid and CPR (Class C) certification

• Appointed by the President and CEO

Shop management will be onboarded by the President and CEO of The Red Bench once the
above criteria are met. Documentation certifying the individual as shop management will be
signed and stored on The Red Bench’s shared Google Drive.

Operational Hours

Operational hours will fluctuate based on shop management availability. Regular hours will be
determined and posted on The Red Bench’s website and social media platforms.



Financial Review

Sources of Funds
Funding will be sought out through grants, corporate sponsorships, and donations.

Government and private grants are available to The Red Bench. Examples of government
grants include the Government of Alberta’s Community Initiatives Program (CIS) and the
Edmonton Community Foundation’s Young Edmonton Grant (YEG). The corporation is eligible
to recieve up to $75,000 under project-based or organization funding from CIS and $3,000 from
YEG. Examples of eligible private grants include the Forum for Women Entrepreneur’s annual
$25,000 Pitch for the Purse event and the Amber Grant’s monthly $10,000 grant. The Red
Bench will continue to seek out grant opportunities on the local, national, and international
level.

Corporate sponsorships are highly feasible in Alberta, as well as nationally and internationally,
since many organizations that represent the skilled trades have a common goal to increase
the participation of women in trades and technology. With their patronage, corporate spon-
sors have the opportunity to implement their commitment to corporate social responsibility
and governance, promote gender equity and community values, and affect real social change
through philanthropic action. This enhances their public image, marketability, and attractive-
ness as an employer.
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One-time and recurring donations are expected in the form of physical and cash assets. A
donation drive of second-hand items from individuals, local companies, and local shops will
be a main source of capital equipment. Second-hand items contribute to recycling and waste
prevention initiatives, which promotes good environmental stewardship in the community. In
addition, equipment manufacturers will be solicited for the donation of a new piece of their
brand’s equipment line. Cash assets will be sought through the donation page of The Red
Bench website as well as through fundraising drives such as a GoFundMe campaign.

Uses of Funds
Funding in cash assets will be used for startup and operating costs. The startup cost consists
of rent, utilities, marketing, insurance, and capital equipment. The capital equipment consists
of tools, consumables, and hardware as well as safety and janitorial equipment. The operating
cost consists of replenishing consumables and safety equipment. It also covers the operating
expenses of rent, utilities, marketing, maintenance, repair, and insurance.

Physical assets such as equipment will be made immediately available to members for use.
As membership and community demand grows, funding will be used to purchase additional
equipment to expand the operational capabilities of The Red Bench.

Cost Estimation
The breakdown of all cost estimates in this section can be found in Appendix A.

The facility cost estimate is associated with rent and utilities such as electricity, water, wastew-
ater, and internet services. Based on a 2000 square foot shop, the facility cost could be $2,387
to $3,220 per month, with $2,000 to $2,833 per month as rent and $387 per month as utilities.

The marketing cost estimate is associated with website administration including web hosting
and domain name service. The marketing cost will be $111 for the first two years and $289
per year thereafter.
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The insurance cost estimate is associated with a general liability insurance that covers the
membership base and property of the corporation. The insurance cost will be $5,500 per year.

The capital equipment cost estimate is associated with tools, consumables, and hardware as
well as safety and janitorial equipment. The capital equipment cost is $29,866. The Red
Bench anticipates that the majority of this cost will be covered by donation of physical assets,
with assets such as supplies and consumables being recurring donations.

The maintenance and repair cost estimate is associated with the upkeep of the shop and
equipment. The maintenance and repair costs during the lifetime of the capital equipment is
taken as 75% of the total capital equipment cost given a lifetime of 2,000 hours. Considering
that the capital equipment operates for 1,000 hours per year, the maintenance and repair cost
would be $2,772 per year.

The estimated cost of the first year of operation, considering rent, utilities, marketing, in-
surance, and capital equipment is $64,065 to $74,061. The estimated cost of subsequent
years of operation, considering replenishing consumables and safety equipment, and the oper-
ating expenses of rent, utilities, marketing, maintenance, repair, and insurance is $42,494 to
$52,494.

Recurring monetary donations from industry partnerships, government and private grants, and
individuals are required to cover monthly operating costs (rent, utilities, repair, maintenance,
insurance) during subsequent years of operation.

Net-Zero Operation
The Red Bench is a private corporation with a net-zero operation, meaning that it is modeled
after a non-profit financial strategy but is not tax exempt. Therefore, all cash income from
funding sources will be allocated or spent on startup or operating costs by the end of the tax
year to prevent tax penalties. No funding will be left undesignated for future use. Funding is
not distributed among corporate or community members, no corporate or community member
will receive a wage, and excess funds will be allocated or spent by the end of the tax year.
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Donor Recognition
Donors will receive a personalized thank you letter following a funding pledge, transfer, or
donation. Public recognition of their support will be determined by the wishes of the donor
and include:

• Remaining anonymous

• Thank you and display of a company logo:

– On the donation page of theredbench.ca

– In an electronic newsletter

– On The Red Bench’s social media channels (i.e. Twitter, YouTube, Facebook,
etc.)

• Inviting the sponsor to present at The Red Bench

• Mentioning the sponsor during member training sessions



Resource Requirements

Facilities
An ideal shop space would be 200 to 350 sq. ft. or greater and have connections to three
phase electricity, water, heat and internet. A garage, studio, or commercial building space
with the capability to hold a portable ventilation system and pass safety codes is desired.
The shop space would allow five members and two floor managers to work comfortably at
various workstations and accommodate a central workbench. Access to an a loading area
would be optimal for ease in loading and unloading. Wheelchair accessibility and a washroom
are requirements. Figure 5.1 depicts a standard shop bay in the Edmonton area.
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Figure 5.1: Standard shop bay in the Edmonton area [3].

The preferred location would be central and near to public transit since being low-barrier in
both accessibility and cost is a priority. Many areas in Edmonton would be suitable and the
following industrial districts are convenient:

• East of 101 St NW and south of 80 Ave NW

• North of 107 Ave NW and east of 116 St NW

• Near Commonwealth Stadium

The donation of a shop bay or shop space in an existing facility in Edmonton is welcome.

Equipment
Equipping the shop in its initial stages is focused on starting small to satisfy the general needs of
members. It will provide the tools, consumables, and hardware that are basic to metalworking
and useful for the repair of consumer products in addition to safety and janitorial equipment.
A goal is to come into possession of one of each tool or tool set and obtain a supply of
consumables along with a varied collection of hardware.

The basic manual tools consist of hammers, wrenches, screwdrivers, pliers, tape measures,
rulers, calipers, squares, levels, socket sets, key sets (hex, torx), manual cutting tools (tin
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snips, aviation snips, utility knives, scissors, saws), vices, clamps, grips, files, marking tools
(pencils, markers, soapstone), sanding blocks and a tool chest.

The basic hand-operated power tools include palm or orbital sanders, angle grinders, a bench
grinder, a cordless drill set, jigsaw, and chop saw.

For metal fabrication, wire cutters, shielding gas cylinders with regulators, portable smoke/fume
extractors, a MIG welder, stick welder, and TIG welder (or two machines with most/all welding
processes) are required equipment.

The basic hardware consists of nails, bolts, nuts and screws. The basic consumables consist
of sandpaper, angle grinder pads, saw blades, GMAW wire, tungsten electrodes, SMAW elec-
trodes, filler rods, lubricants, coolants, cleaning sprays and liquids, argon, and CO2 gas. Other
consumables for metalworking include sheet metal, bar stock, coupons, and scrap consisting
of steel and other materials which are continuously restocked. The Red Bench welcomes these
consumables as ongoing donations.

The safety equipment includes welding gloves, welding jackets, welding helmets, welding
screens, safety glasses, earbuds, ear muffs, N95 masks and gloves. In addition, janitorial
equipment such as garbage cans, brooms, shop towels, and a Shop-Vac is required to maintain
a clean and safe shop. Shop management and members are responsible for maintaining the
shop space.

Health and Safety Mechanisms
The health and safety of members is a top concern. The fundamental commitment is that
members:

• Read and sign The Red Bench’s Health and Safety Program.

• Attend a shop safety orientation prior to shop use.

• Receive training on each power tool prior to use.
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In turn, members are responsible for understanding and adhering to the Health and Safety
Program and all safety protocols.

The basic safety protocol requires that members wear eye protection, long pants, and steel toe
boots and tie their hair back while in the shop at all times. Table 5.1 outlines further hazards
and their controls.

Table 5.1: Hazard assessment and control

Hazard Assessment Control
Explosions or leaks from gas cylinders Fix cylinders to wall; use approved

regulators; monthly leak tests
Corded power tools have unlimited
operation, even when caught on clothing,
skin or other objects

Emergency stops on every corded power
tool

Fumes and smoke from welding processes,
dust or particles from removing or cutting
material

Portable smoke and fume extractor used for
processes that generate smoke or fumes;
disposable N95 masks for processes that
generate dust or particles; all machine
guards in place

UV light from welding processes Welding helmets and welding screens
Loud noise from power tools Earbud or earmuff hearing protection
Workshop chemicals (lubricants, coolants,
cleaning chemicals) that spill or are toxic if
ingested or make skin contact

Spill kit, broom and mop in a common
area; accessible emergency eye wash station

Cuts, burns, scrapes and other injuries from
shop processes and equipment

Mandatory two person rule during shop
operation; first aid kit; encourage first aid
training

Fire from flammable substances A flammable storage cabinet; monthly
inventory to prevent flammable stockpiling

Fire from electrical source, welding flame or
friction during power tool operation

Fire extinguishers for Class A, B and C fires
(combustibles, liquid fuels, electrical fires);
water for Class A fires
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In addition, members will have access to safe work procedures and operation manuals for
equipment as well as safety data sheets (SDS) for shop chemicals in The Red Bench’s shared
Google Drive. All equipment will be inspected quarterly for defects, obstructions, and hazards.
As a preventative action, all walkways will be clearly marked, kept free of debris, and maintained
slip-free through daily maintenance and cleaning routines required immediately after shop use.

In case of an emergency, an emergency response plan will be in place and included in the
Health and Safety Program. Emergency exits and equipment will be kept free of obstructions.
During the shop safety orientation, members will be trained on evacuation procedures and
be made aware of the location of the emergency exits, first aid kit, eye wash station, fire
extinguishers, designated emergency meeting point, and emergency contacts.

All injuries, incidents, and near misses that occur at the shop will be recorded by shop man-
agement and stored on The Red Bench’s shared Google Drive. Incidents will be presented by
shop management during meetings and investigated by the directors. Applicable changes in
health, safety, and operations will be implemented immediately after review of the incident. A
review of the health and safety mechanisms is set to occur after any change in circumstance;
such as the addition of equipment, change in shop layout, or significant growth in membership.

Insurance Mechanisms
A commercial general liability insurance policy is necessary to cover all risk and liabilities to
safeguard the operations of The Red Bench. Liabilities could arise for the corporation such
as damage or loss of assets, property damage, and lawsuits. The insurance includes tenants’
legal liability to cover all risk that may arise in the use of a shared space. The commercial
general liability policy has a $2,000,000 limit and a $1,000 deductible.
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Phased Rollout
A five phase rollout is the strategy used to launch the business and engage members, donors,
and the public in its success. After the rollout, The Red Bench has five operational stages
dependent on its rate of growth and the level of demand.

Phase 1: Concept
Timeline: June 2020 to September 2020

• What is our vision?

• Who will be involved?

• What do we hope to achieve?

• How will we accomplish it?

Action Items

• Establish weekly meetings

• Create “Women’s Welding Group” document, a running list of our vision, ideas, com-
munity and funding targets

Phase 2: Commitment
Timeline: September 2020 to December 2020

• Move forward with incorporation

• Organize priorities and a timeline for The Red Bench Women’s Workshop Corporation
establishment

Action Items

• Name the corporation

• Create the articles of incorporation and register with the Alberta government
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• Assign duties and roles within the corporation: Mackenzi as CEO, secretary, director,
officer and shareholder; Jolene as president, treasurer, director, officer and shareholder

• Register website and complete first iteration

• Establish basic membership, insurance and safety protocols including a code of ethics

• Initiate business plan

Phase 3: Traction
Timeline: January 2021 to December 2021

• Present business to public

• Seek sources of funding

• Scout company location/shop space

• Refine insurance and safety protocols

• Launch social media

Action Items

• Arrange meetings with professional contacts to gain support and industry connections

• Create YouTube, Instagram and Twitter accounts with links to company website

• Send out call for new members

• Present business plan to industry connections and make the pitch for pledging of financial
support and equipment donations

• Create mailing list for supporters to provide news about the The Red Bench Women’s
Workshop Corporation’s progress, milestones and funding status

• Probe for company location among local real estate, businesses and supporters (possible
donation of workspace; otherwise locate a shop bay or garage space)

• Establish insurance policy for members with a local insurance provider
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• Consult professional contacts for advice on the implementation of member training re-
garding tool and equipment usage; contact OSHA for legal regulations; refine safety
protocols

Phase 4: Pre-Grand Opening
Timeline: January 2022 to February 2022

• Secure shop space (leased or donated)

• Organize and complete company location move-in

• Collect equipment donations

• Source materials and consumables

• Implement safety plan

Action Items

• Request disbursement from supporters who have pledged financial support and/or equip-
ment donations

• Clean and organize company location for arrival of equipment donations and grand
opening

• Create accounts with utility companies (if necessary)

• Contact local distributors of materials and consumables to set-up accounts and order
product

• Implement shop protocols to meet provincial health and safety requirements

Phase 5: Grand Opening
Timeline: February 2022 to March 2022

• Open the shop to members

• Start initial projects

• Grow social media
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Action Items

• Grand opening event

• Invite members to shop for orientation and training

• Begin initial shop projects such as shelving, welding table, tools, tongs, grates, baskets

• Populate social media with videos and images of shop projects as well as member stories

Operational Stages
Upon completion of the rollout, The Red Bench has five operational stages. Stages II to V
are expansion stages dependent on the rate of growth and level of demand.

Stage I is the base stage and will be completed during Phase 4/5 by establishing basic tools,
hardware, and consumables in addition to a welding and metalworking station.

Stage II - Basic woodworking and plastic workstations

• Drill press

• Table saw

• Circular saw

• Horizontal bandsaw

• Dremel kit

• Air compressor
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Stage III - Automotive mechanics workstation

• Pneumatic tools

• Hoist

• Crane

• Scrap car

Stage IV - Upgrade stations with larger, complex equipment

• Mill

• Lathe

• Plasma table

• Press brake

• 3D printer

• Hydraulic power hammer

• Specialized welding equipment and tools

Stage V - Blacksmithing

• Forge

• Anvil



Risk Analysis

The main sources of risk present to The Red Bench are a lack of funding during Phase 3 and a
lack of membership during Phase 4/5. These risks pose a serious barrier to the establishment
and successful operation of the shop.

Lack of Funding
If funding is insufficient upon the completion of Phase 3 and The Red Bench is unable to
open a shop space, Phase 3 will be extended until sufficient funds are obtained. In the case
of insufficient funds, each donor will be notified of the extension of Phase 3. Consequently,
Phase 4 and 5 would be postponed until completion of Phase 3.

If Phase 3 were to be extended, The Red Bench will increase efforts to gain funding in physical
and cash asset donations through government programs and grants as well as increase outreach
for industry partnerships.

Lack of Membership
The vision of The Red Bench is to offer its services to women in the Edmonton community,
and a lack of membership poses a risk for the lifetime and longevity of the shop.
To respond to a lack of membership, The Red Bench will:

• Increase social media presence to expand exposure to the public
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• Attend industry meetings such as AWS Edmonton Chapter, ASME, and CWB and
present The Red Bench to attendees

• Present at local University or College campuses/websites

• Increase exposure through word of mouth



Appendix A: Breakdown of Cost Estima-
tion

This appendix contains the facility cost estimate per annum, marketing cost estimate per
annum, insurance cost estimate per annum, capital equipment cost estimate, and maintenance
and repair cost estimate per annum.

Table 1: Facility cost estimate per annum based on a 2000 square foot facility, in CAD

Expense Base Price Price Per Annum
Lease [4] $12.00 to $17.00 per square

foot per year
$24,000.00 to $34,000.00

Electricity [5, 6] $0.08132 per kWh, plus
$5.52 monthly
administration cost

$2,505.841

Water [7, 8, 9] $1.5427 per cubic meter,
plus $19.04 monthly meter
charge for 25mm

$425.642

Wastewater [7, 8, 9] $0.9838 per cubic meter,
plus $4.83 monthly service
charge

$180.942

Internet [10] $119.00 per month, plus
$100 installation fee

$1,528.00

1Based on 15 kWh per square foot of energy consumption per year
2Based on 125m3 of water consumption per year (twice the average daily consumption/person in AB)
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Table 2: Marketing cost estimate per annum, in CAD

Expense Base Price Price Per Annum
Web hosting [11] $5.50 per month for the

first 24 months, $8.99 per
month thereafter

$111.01 for the first 2 years,
$113.27 per year thereafter

Domain name [12] $0.00 per month for the
first 24 months, $13.99 per
month thereafter

$0.00 for the first 2 years,
$176.27 per year thereafter

Business cards stickers
banner

As price per annum $50.25 for 500 business
cards, $285.00 for 1000
stickers, $25.00 for 1 banner

Table 3: Insurance cost estimate per annum, in CAD

Expense Base Price Price Per Annum
Group insurance [13] $458.33 per month $5,500.00
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Table 4: Hand and power equipment cost estimate, in CAD

Capital equipment Base Price
Hand and power equipment
Scissors [14] $4.99
Sanding block [14] $11.98
Utility knife [14] $11.99
Chipping hammer (2x) [14] $12.00
Tape measure (SAE, metric) [14] $12.53
Marking tools (pencils, markers, soapstone)
[14]

$15.99

Caliper [14] $19.99
Rulers (12 in, 18 in, 24 in) [14] $18.97
Socket set (SAE, metric) [14] $21.99
Level [14] $24.99
Key sets (hex, torx) [14] $28.98
Wire cutter [14] $34.99
Saws (minihack, hack) [14] $37.97
Squares (carpenter, combination, speed,
machinist) [14, 15]

$38.96

Pliers (mini, lineman, wiring, long) [14] $39.14
Hammers (claw, machinist, ball pein, club
mallet, soft mallet) [14]

$39.99

Files (basic set, machinist set) [14] $42.98
Wire brush (mild steel, stainless steel) (2x)
[14]

$48.00

Snips (tin, left aviation, right aviation) [14] $52.97
Vice grips (4x) [14] $59.98
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Table 5: Hand and power equipment cost estimate, in CAD (continued)

Capital equipment Base Price
Hand and power equipment
Locking pliers (round, long nose, straight
jaw) [14]

$64.99

Jigsaw [14] $69.99
Wrenches (SAE, metric) (combination, box
end, adjustable) [14]

$84.97

C-clamps (12x) [14, 15] $107.93
Cordless drill set [14] $119.99
Angle grinder (2x) [14] $139.98
Bench vise (8in) [14] $149.99
Argon/CO2 compressed gas regulator [15] $155.00
Steel shelving unit [14] $189.99
Abrasive Chop Saw [14] $239.99
Bench grinder (minimum 1/2 HP) [14] $259.06
GTAW foot pedal [14] $439.00
Steel storage cabinet [14] $479.99
Tool chest (with casters) [14] $718.00
Steel workbench [14] $788.82
GMAW, GTAW, SMAW welder attachments
[14]

$1,093.25

Welder cart with cylinder rack [14] $1,163.77
Plasma cutter (with internal air
compressor) [14]

$1,976.61

Horizontal band saw (minimum 1 HP) [14] $2,059.99
GMAW/FCAW wire feeder [15] $4,228.91
Portable smoke/fume extractor (2x) [16] $4,800.00
Single phase multipurpose welder
(minimum 30V, 450A output) [14]

$4,999.98

Total hand and power equipment $24,909.58
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Table 6: Consumables cost estimate, in CAD

Capital equipment Base Price
Consumables
Lubricants (WD-40, machine oil) [14] $29.99
Sandpaper (150 pc assorted) [14] $43.38
Saw blades (hack, jig, chop) [14] $45.95
Coolants [14] $73.98
Mild steel GTAW filler rod [16] $74.05
GMAW/FCAW gun accessories [16] $89.79
Array of nails, bolts, nuts, and screws [14] $91.96
SMAW electrodes [16] $105.00
Tungsten electrodes [16] $110.00
Grinding and cutting discs [16] $153.99
Mild Steel Flat Bar Stock (0.125x4x36)in
(20x) [17]

$228.11

Mild steel GMAW wire [16] $276.00
GTAW torch accessories [16] $482.76
Argon and CO2 shielding gas [16] $625.00
Consumables total $2,429.96
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Table 7: Safety equipment cost estimate, in CAD

Capital equipment Base Price
Safety equipment
Earbuds (200 pc) [14] $34.99
First aid kit [14] $49.99
Safety glasses (10x) [14] $59.99
Gloves (200 pc nitrile, work) [14] $88.08
Welding screen (2x) [14] $89.98
Welding gloves (7x) [14] $104.93
N95 masks (50x) [14] $124.95
Ear muffs (7x) [14] $125.93
Fire Extinguisher (ABC, 10lb) [14] $140.00
Face shields (x3) [14] $189.00
Welding jackets (7x) [14] $251.93
Welding helmets (7x) [14] $699.93
Safety equipment total $1,959.70

Table 8: Janitorial equipment cost estimate, in CAD

Capital equipment Base Price
Janitorial equipment
Brooms (2x) [14] $31.98
Garbage bags (384x) [14] $37.32
Garbage cans (3x) [14] $38.97
Cleaning sprays and liquids [14] $89.82
Shop-Vac [14] $119.99
Shop towels (rags, towels) [14] $248.55
Janitorial equipment total $566.63
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Table 9: Maintenance and repair cost estimate per annum, in CAD [12]

Base Price Price per annum
$5,545.453 $2,772.704

3Based on the lifetime of the capital equipment taken as 75% of the total capital equipment cost given a
lifetime of 2,000 hours

4Based on the capital equipment if operated for 1,000 hours per year
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